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Dy Deano » 25 Sep 2014, 15:08 

Fuck it, it's come up in a couple different threads lately so may as well make a thread: here's a designated place to talk about goofy shit people have said here before. Would probably be sensible to have a care about people who are still 
posters here but fuck it, everyone who's still posting here is a grown adult who can make that judgement call. 

‘May as well kick off with the classic, 

66 Da_Nuke wrote: 
You know, back around 2008 when I was almost a love-shy, I used to be deadly afraid of breaking the ice even if | saw a girl all the goddamn time. Mainly, | was deadly afraid of fucking up and running any future chance with her into the ground. 

Eventually | realized that this happened when I didn’t even knew the girl yet | was already picturing how I would ravage her genitalia once | lost my virginity to her. stopped making these sick fantasies and unrealistic expectations, and 
suddenly, breaking the ice became easy as fuck! 

Apparently, though, this is a lesson few people manage to learn since it's lke so many people still think the same way... Mental Block: V 
Favorite Pom: 
Bm 

Re: Worst of PVCC 
Dy wood » 25 Sep 2014, 15:30 

66 da_Nuke wrote: 
Recently | met the first girl in YEARS that | can actually consider a friend. She's a die hard HOOTIE TOOS fan and often cosplays as Aya Shameimaru or Momiji Inubashiri, | also get along pretty fine with these two girls who have respectively 
cosplayed Sakuya and Flandre, and this other dude who crossplays touhous and is the craziest dude in the whole world, that kind of raw crazy that an engineering school could shape into a Nikola Tesla kind of crazy. Also, ever since | met this 
dude who is the top Smash Melee player in the entire city and one of the tiny handful who can clear a HOOTIE TOS on Hard, | have only missed one single weebcon this year: it was last weekend. I was going to go for that one gamer girl from 
my theater class who has played some HOOTIE TOOS too but | really felt scared when she said she missed one class due to emotional issues, that shit for me was basically a monumental red flag saying “STAY THE FUCK AWAY WHILE YOU CAN!" 

Now, why did | miss that weebcon? Because on Saturday | was at my graduation party drinking myself so blind | literally can't even remember a single minute of the afterparty (my best friend says | was guzzling tequila and Jagermeister like they 
were water, and he says once we left we stopped at a taco place where | ate like 20), and of course on Sunday I was busy overcoming one of the top three hangovers of my life. It was so bad I literally couldn't even drive myself back home until 
like 5:00 PM. 

Now that Im officially an engineer this time has been registering in my mind as some good, hard-earned vacations. Which is a problem because my parents don't think it’s vacation time. They're pressing hard for me to find a job. | do realize that | 
should take this chance because several megacorps here actually have special programs for recent graduates... but dear fuck my mind still refuses to work after all that grind of this semester and getting around to filling job applications is like 
trying to crank a rusty, un-oiled mechanism... 

And | am slowly rebuilding the music collection I had on my Youtube favorites. It took me hours and hours of hunting down Mediafire links but | managed to find that one schranz and that other speedcore albums | love so much and oh god it's HONOE ROLL 
so great to have them back. | love speedcore because the harshest songs are just so screeching, heavy and loud, and I love schranz because of that fast, steady, rolling beat. 

‘And well... that's all my unfiltered thoughts for now :3 

NIGHTFALCON 45 s 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 
Dby wood » 25 Sep 2014, 15:31 

66 Megaman wrote: 
Last Christmas I got nothing except some new socks. 

‘The three years before, | got nothing but clothing. And not even clothing | like. | returned every last garment, for cash, when possible. 

Seriously who buys a 24 year old guy a reflective metallic t-shirt with a giant dollar sign and the word "BLING" on it. They have no fucking clue who | am, theyre just like “THAT SHIRT LOOKS LIKE SOMETHING A HIP YOUNG PERSON WOULD ENJOY" 
and fucking got it because it was on sale. 

Tm not hard to shop for, I'd probably appreciate a $20 gift card more than any “carefully chosen shirt”. | mean a gift card means you care enough not to fuck up, instead of guessing about the personal tastes of someone that you honestly don't 
know, 

They all know | lke computer shit, but they don’t want to buy stuff like that for me. 

Jesus, | even brought my Wii to their house for their kids to play with. They know I have one, they know | play games. They just don't like video games, so they woln't buy them for other people. WELL I FUCKING HATE FUCKING PORCELIAN 
BUTTERFLYS, SO | GUESS | WOLNT BUY THEM FOR YOU EVEN THOUGH YOU SHOW THEM TO EVERY FUCKING SOUL WHO COMES THROUGH YOUR HOUSE. AND | FUCKING HATE SCENTED CANDLES SO YOURE NOT GOING TO GET ANY BECAUSE IM TIRED HONOR ROLL 
OF YOU MAKING EVERYONE SMELL THEM, BUT REFUSING TO LIGHT THEM. OH AND YOUR KIDS ARENT GOING TO GET THE STAR WARS FIGURINES THEY SPENT ALL YEAR TELLING ME ABOUT BECAUSE | DONT LIKE THE NEW STAR WARS FILMS. YES. 1M 
BUYING GIFTS BASED ON MY GOWN PERSONAL TASTES AND NOT YOURS, FUCK YOU TOO! 

am not excited for this year. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds agc 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 7 §fauore, 
Bby hot jughead » 25 Sep 2024, 15:32 

“ 
Apparently, though, this is a lesson few people manage to learn since it's like so many people still think the same way... 

{remembered most of the rest of that post except for this part and oh jesus call 9-11 i can't breathe 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {fquore, 
Dby EtemityofNothing 25 Sep 2014, 15:35 

FS beat me to Megaman being extra cheery on Christmas 
Easily one of his worst posts. 

{ HAVE GENERAL ANXIETY 

{TS PRETTY MUCH A 
PROFESSIONAL etervtyothothing 
DIAGNOSIS 

66 Puck wrote: 
~ You crack me up little buddy. Feb 2009, 07:27 

Location: Deutschland 
irraide 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {ouore, 
Dy wood » 25 Sep 2014, 15:41 

66 Echo wrote: 
Hey, no furry-hating here, please, Ive been a proud furry for the past five years, and I can tell you, you meet some great people at fur conventions. The bigotry against us is not deserved at all. 

6 Echo wrote: 
Eh, even if you think something is "sick", as long as it has no effect on you, why should you care? | mean yeah, the guys who actually go out and fuck dogs are going a little bit too far, but other than that, | ' all good. | see no problem 
with a person enjoying whatever they like, as long as they're not hurting anyone else in the process. Its the same kind of thought process that people use to discriminate against pedophiles, and | see absolutely no reason for it. People should 
just accept that some people think differently from how they do. 

(6 Echo wrote: 
Before you go into the typical anti-pedo bullshit, Id like to state, there is a BIG difference between a pedophile and a child molester. Probably 9% of pedoph 
guess. 

ss would never do anything to a child, Just the few that do give us a bad reputation 
HONOR ROLL 

6 Echo wrote: 
Like Ive already stated, a "pedophile" is simply someone who is attracted to children. People today tend to assume that that means they actually go out and act on these desires, but the fact is, very few of us would ever do that. It’ just 
another sexual orientation, like any other. 

46 Echo wrote: 
Hey, black people statistically commit more crime, you know. Why don't we lock up every one of them, so less crimes occur? 

Sounds ridiculous, right? It's the same damn shit you're saying. True, you're discriminating against a thought pattern instead of a race, but you still want to take action against someone who has committed no crime at all. Trust me, | agree that 
every single one who actually goes out and molests a child should be castrated at the first available chance, but we can't just go persecuting people for thought crimes, simply because we're afraid they MIGHT do something. 

46 Echo wrote: 
It's not exactly the same, but it's not that terribly different either, | don't think. Do you really think that most pedophiles choose to be that way? A lot of us don't find adults attractive at all. Do you have any idea how frustrating this can be? We 
live our lives in celibacy, because we don't want to traumatize some child for the sake of our own enjoyment, but you people still hate us... It really is sad, you know... If | could change it, Id do so in a heartbeat. But there's nothing | can do 
about it. Whether or not | was “born this way” (and | don't really think gays are either, by the way, at least not right at birth) it was programmed into me from such an early time, that | may as well have been. 

Slow descent into hell .txt 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {fouore 
Dy wood » 25 Sep 2014, 15:49 

66 hamsterjelly wrote: 
| know theyll pull through. | know | have to be patient. But like El Misto said, it’s only Tuesday and Im raging lke when he put out the “HI IVYYYY" video already. Ive had a pretty shitty week and just seeing Chris's smug face saying that he has a 
girlriend, talking about how Miltank could “improve”. | think | just snapped. im sorry, | know you guys know what you're doing. But | think other citizens can attest its... what's the right word... beleaguering” to not know what's going on, 
‘while Chris just keeps getting more smug. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > ia 9 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 
— 

Dby hot jughead » 25 Sep 2014, 15:54 

the best part is "beleaguering” is not remotely an appropriate word for expressing the sentiment she's groping towards at all 

how the fuck can you try THAT HARD and still fuck up??? 
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Re: Worst of PVC (ouore 
by wood » 25 Sep 2014, 16:09 

66 Wahooka The Great wrote: 
Whipped this together today. Now if we could print it out, take it to kinkos and spread it all over cville | can only begin to imagine the stress. 

Its pretty factual too, He was tress passing and taking photos in an area where children were present! This is more factual than most of Glen Becks rants! 
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Chandler is a known pornographer who is accused of exposing himself to 
children, As of 6/4/2010 he was caught trespassing and taking pictures of 
children without their knowledge. He attempted to flee the scene before the 
police could arrive. Fortunately several samaritians managed to block his path 
while waiting for the police to get there. If you see him near anyone under the 
age of 18 please inform their parents, store owners, and ask him to leave. If he 
refuses to leave the area please contact the proper authorities. 

Paid for by Children's Protection & Advocacy Coalition 

| can fill this thread from here to eternity, | know where all the terrible posts are. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
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Re: Worst of PVC 7 {Souore 
Dby hot jughead » 25 Sep 2014, 16110 
eughhhhh wahooka was so fuckin’ dumb 

hot jughead 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 7 ‘fouore 
by T1PBT » 25 Sep 2014, 16:4 
Kapake was one of the worst things in PVCC | don't know why but | always had special hatred for him 

tm not even kidding | hated him so much 

‘And he has a stupid name fuck him 

posts: 9618 

Bm 

Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {Sauore 
Dby IpBT» 25 Sep 2014, 16:54 
‘nd he continues to be total shitlod at his lock legion rathole 

http://thelocklegion.com/user/Wizard/posts 
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when the Emma nudes come out | will post them here asap 
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Re: Worst of PVC 7 ‘quoTe 
by hot jushead » 25 Sep 2014, 16157 
holy SHIT, lock legion is still active??? 

thats fucked, these fuckin’ creeps have been at this stupid shit since fucking 2003 
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Re: Worst of PVCC (Quore 

Dy zasz + 25 Sep 2014, 16:58 

66 TIPBT wrote: 
‘And he continues to be total shitlord at his lock legion rathole 

http://thelocklegion.com/user/Wizard/ posts 

{ got like ten posts down and there's already a fucking JEWS DID 9/11 joke, i feel like im trapped in a time machine from hell 

EDIT: 

66 Kapake wrote: 
Retail WILL make you lose faith in humanity. You soon realise just how stupid the general public are and you start wondering how they can function on a day to day basis without someone reminding them how to breathe. Then you remember 
they also have the right to vote. 

AT NORTON 
“8s 

Re: Worst of PVCC ‘{fauore 
Dby TEPBT » 25 Sep 2014, 17104 

Scroll down if you want to find some transphobia, homophobia, racism, leaked nudes, typical | wanna fuck 16-year-old girls shit etc 

Now I remember again why | hated him so much 
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Re: Worst of PVCC Y (fquore 
by EternityofNothing * 25 Sep 2014, 17:09 

66 Megaman wrote: 

Today/s dinner: Stale Potato Chips. 

{ HAVE GENERAL ANXIETY 

{TS PRETTY MLICH A EternityofNothing 
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66 Puck wrote: Joined: 24 Feb 2009, 07:27 ‘You crack me up litte buddy. Locations D 

thinesezodiac: Rabbit 
Favorite Pom: Mia Fey 
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Re: Worst of PVCC Y (favors 
by hot jughead » 25 Sep 2014, 17:08 

“ 

The Holocaust happened like 70 fucking years ago and Jews still whine about it. 

Letit go, Jesus. 

yep he's actually like, more vile than i remember him being actually??? 
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Re: Worst of PVCC Y ‘auore} 
Dby T1PET » 25 Sep 2 
‘Where's Megaman's crying in te cereal post or what it was 

Yeah it's like Kapake has gotten worse? Or maybe that's the place where he really is himself 
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Re: Worst of PVCC Y (favor 
by EternityofNothing * 25 Sep 2014, 17:22 

(66 RachmaninovDESU wrote: 

| broke up with my cheekly endowed girl a few moths ago, did some shit with girls with mediocre cheeks, but it just didn’t feel right. 

But now | met a girl with very nice cheeks this weekend, | think she likes me, and I cant stop thinking about her. Haven't felt this way in ages. 

66 RachmaninovOESU wrote: 
1 think I'm falling in love with Twilight. rarkatyothlothong 

Georgeson, Im sorry bro. | now know how itfeels. @ 

{ HAVE GENERAL ANXIETY 
thinesezodiac: Rabbit 

(TS PRETTY MLICH A Favorte Pom: Mia Fey 

PROFESSIONAL 8m 
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66 Puck wrote: 
You crack me up little buddy. 

Re: Worst of PVCC 
Dy TrPAT » 25 Sep 2014, 17:26 

Rach and Kapake were like the pedo crew I loathed 

I see he has visited this place in september 2nd 

Hi Rach you're vile 
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